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Warm-Up 1/11/18

1. What is the x-intercept and y-
intercept? 
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2. Water is draining from a hot water 
heater: 

a. What is the domain?

b. What is the range?

c. What is the slope (simplified and labeled)?

d. What are the x and y intercepts?  
Interpret this in terms of the problem 
scenario. 
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Comparing Linear Models 1/11/18

1. How do you know the equation is a linear 
function? When the degree is 1.

2. How do you know a table of values is a 
linear function? When the rate of change is 
constant.

3. How do you know a graph is a linear 
function? When the graph is a straight line.
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Agenda for Today 1/11/18
1. Warm-Up
2. HW Review: Odd & Even Functions
3. Characteristics of Linear Functions 

PPT
4. Class Work - Characteristics of 

Functions # 1-4
5. HW #1-5 
6. Closing
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HW Review: Odd & Even Functions
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Essential Question:1/11/18

How do I interpret key features 
of graphs in context?

Standard: 
MGSE9-12.F.IF.7a 

Graph linear and show intercepts, 
maxima, and minima (as determined 
by the function or by context). 
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Characteristics of Linear 
Functions

Domain, Range, x-intercept, y-
intercept, intervals of increase 
and decrease, maxima, minima, 
positive and negative parts of 
the graph, end behavior. 

Day 4  Characteristics of Linear Functions.pptx
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Functions  End Behavior.ppt

Functions End Behavior PPT
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Class Work Practice

Work with your table partner 
to complete # 1 - 4
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Student Led Closing 1/11/18
• Review # 4
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Attachments

Functions notation.ppt

Functions Practice HW.docx

Functions notation notes.ppt

Even Odd Functions Notes.pptx

Day 3  Even and Odd  Homework.doc

Day 4  Characteristics of Linear Functions.pptx

Functions  End Behavior.ppt




Identifying functions and using function notation

When you see this copy the notes.



*











		A  relation is a pairing of input and output values

		The domain contains the input values.

		The range of a function or relation contains the output values.

		The input value, normally x, is the independent variable.

		The output, normally y, is called the dependent variable





*











Caution!!!!!

		In a function, the y values may repeat, the x values may not.





*











Function

		A function is a mapping between 2 sets that associates with each element of the first set, the domain, a unique (one and only one) element of the second set, the range.
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Identifying functions
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Identifying functions, domain and range
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Vertical line test

		When a relation is represented by a graph, the vertical line test is used to determine if the relation is a function





*











Are these functions?







*











		It is sometimes necessary to work with more than one equation at a time.

		Function notation uses parentheses and letters to distinguish between equations

		The equation y= x + 2 can be written

		f(x) = x+2

		The equation y = x-5 can be written

		g(x) = x-5

		If I want to evaluate for x = 2, I would need to know which equation I wanted to use. Functional notation tells me that.

		g(2) means I want to replace x with 2 in the g function, 

		So g(2) = 2-5 = -3 

		   





*











Using Function notation to evaluate functions

		If h (x) = 4x-3 and p (x) = x2 -3x  find p(-3)



		Use the "p" function

		p(-3) = (-3)2 -3(-3) 

		         =  9 +9

		         = 18





*











Evaluate functions

		If h (x) = -5x2 +2 and p (x) = x/2 -3x  find h(-2)





*











Word problem

		A company charges $.25 per minute for a cell phone call. This can be expressed as the ordered pair (1, .25). Find the cost of a 2 minute call, 3-minute, and 4-minute call. Express the answers in set notation. Identify the domain and range. Determine if the set represents a function.

		 1 minute = (1, .25)

		2 minute = (2, .5)

		3 minute = (3, .75)

		4 minute = (4, 1)

		Domain = 1,2,3,4,      Range = .25, .5, .75, 1

		Yes, function for every x value there is exactly one y value





*











Problem

		The company charges $.25 per minute for up to 3 minutes and then $.10 for every minute thereafter.

		Find the cost of a 2 minute, 3 minute and 4 minute call. Express the answers as ordered pairs.

		Find the domain and range.

		Is the set a function?





*











practice

		1. If a (x) = 9 + 6x and v (x) = 9x + 3x2, find v(2)



		2. If you buy one ticket to a local baseball game, the cost is $25. This can be expressed as the ordered pair (1,25). There is a 1-day special if you buy one ticket at regular price, each additional ticket is $20. Find the cost if you buy 2,3,and 4 tickets. Express the answers as ordered pairs in set notation. Identify the domain and range. Is the set a function?





*













		 

		FORM A                       FORM B

		y = 5x – 3		    f (x) = 5x – 3

		Find y when x = 2	    Find f (2).

		y = 5x – 3		    f (x) = 5x – 3

		y = 5(2) – 3		    f (2) = 5(2) – 3

		y = 10 – 3		    f (2) = 10 – 3

		y = 7			    f (2) = 7

		solution: (x, y) = (2, 7) 	solution: (x, f (x)) = (2, 7)
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GSE Algebra					Functions Practice				Unit 2

Write each of the following in function notation.  Give each one a different “name.”

1. 

2.  y = 5x – 4

3. y = t2 + 6t

4. y = 7x2 – 4x + 2





If  f(x) = 2x + 1,   g(x) = 3x2  and h(t) = 4t – 1, evaluate each of the following.  

5. 

6.  f(3) = 





7. g(- 1) = 





8. h(2) = 





9. h(x) = 





10. g(5) = 





11. f(a) = 



A school is going on an overnight trip to Camp Coyote.  The school must pay a flat fee, plus an additional cost per student staying overnight.  This table shows C(x), the total cost of the trip in dollars for x, the total number of students staying overnight.  

		x

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5



		C(x)

		250

		300

		[image: ]350

		400

		450







12.  Plot the points on a graph.  



13. Should you connect the dots?  Explain. 







14. C(3) = 



15. What does C(3) represent?







16. Find x such that C(x) = 300. 



17. Find x such that C(x) = 150.



18. What is the flat fee charged by the camp for the trip? 




Sally is going on a road trip from Atlanta to Florida.  The table below tells us the total distance she has traveled, d(t), in t hours. 

		t

		0

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5



		d(t)

		0

		60

		[image: ]120

		180

		200

		260







19.  Plot the data on a graph.



20. Should you connect the dots?  Explain.  











21. d(4) = 



22. What does d(4) represent?







23.  Find t such that d(t) = 120.  



24. Find t such that d(t) = 150.  



25. Describe how the distance traveled changed over time.  What may have influenced any discrepancies?





image1.png
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Identifying functions and using function notation





*











		A  relation is a pairing of input and output values

		The domain contains the input values.

		The range of a function or relation contains the output values.

		The input value, normally x, is the independent variable.

		The output, normally y, is called the dependent variable





*















The input of a function is the independent variable. The output of a function is the dependent variable. The value of the dependent variable depends on, or is a function of, the value of the independent variable. 







Caution!!!!!

		In a function, the y values may repeat, the x values may not.





*











Function

		A function is a mapping between 2 sets that associates with each element of the first set, the domain, a unique (one and only one) element of the second set, the range.





*











Identifying functions
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Identifying functions, domain and range
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Vertical line test

		When a relation is represented by a graph, the vertical line test is used to determine if the relation is a function





*











Are these functions?







*











    Example 1: Identifying Independent and Dependent Variables

Identify the independent and dependent variables

in the situation.

A painter must measure a room before deciding how much paint to buy.

The amount of paint depends on the measurement of a room.

Dependent: amount of paint

Independent: measurement of the room







Identify the independent and dependent variables

in the situation.

The height of a candle decrease d centimeters for every hour it burns.

Dependent: height of candle 

Independent: time

The height of a candle depends on the number of hours it burns. 

    Example 2: Identifying Independent and Dependent Variables







A veterinarian must weigh an animal before determining the amount of medication.

The amount of medication depends on the weight of an animal.

Dependent: amount of medication

Independent: weight of animal

Identify the independent and dependent variables

in the situation.

    Example 3: Identifying Independent and Dependent Variables







		It is sometimes necessary to work with more than one equation at a time.

		Function notation uses parentheses and letters to distinguish between equations

		The equation y= x + 2 can be written

		f(x) = x+2

		The equation y = x-5 can be written

		g(x) = x-5

		If I want to evaluate for x = 2, I would need to know which equation I wanted to use. Functional notation tells me that.

		g(2) means I want to replace x with 2 in the g function, 

		So g(2) = 2-5 = -3 

		   





*











Using Function notation to evaluate functions

		If h (x) = 4x-3 and p (x) = x2 -3x  find p(-3)



		Use the "p" function

		p(-3) = (-3)2 -3(-3) 

		         =  9 +9

		         = 18





*











Evaluate functions

		If h (x) = -5x2 +2 and p (x) = x/2 -3x  find h(-2)





*











Word problem

		A company charges $.25 per minute for a cell phone call. This can be expressed as the ordered pair (1, .25). Find the cost of a 2 minute call, 3-minute, and 4-minute call. Express the answers in set notation. Identify the domain and range. Determine if the set represents a function.

		 1 minute = (1, .25)

		2 minute = (2, .5)

		3 minute = (3, .75)

		4 minute = (4, 1)

		Domain = 1,2,3,4,      Range = .25, .5, .75, 1

		Yes, function for every x value there is exactly one y value





*











Problem

		The company charges $.25 per minute for up to 3 minutes and then $.10 for every minute thereafter.

		Find the cost of a 2 minute, 3 minute and 4 minute call. Express the answers as ordered pairs.

		Find the domain and range.

		Is the set a function?





*











practice

		1. If a (x) = 9 + 6x and v (x) = 9x + 3x2, find v(2)



		2. If you buy one ticket to a local baseball game, the cost is $25. This can be expressed as the ordered pair (1,25). There is a 1-day special if you buy one ticket at regular price, each additional ticket is $20. Find the cost if you buy 2,3,and 4 tickets. Express the answers as ordered pairs in set notation. Identify the domain and range. Is the set a function?





*













		 

		FORM A                       FORM B

		y = 5x – 3		    f (x) = 5x – 3

		Find y when x = 2	    Find f (2).

		y = 5x – 3		    f (x) = 5x – 3

		y = 5(2) – 3		    f (2) = 5(2) – 3

		y = 10 – 3		    f (2) = 10 – 3

		y = 7			    f (2) = 7

		solution: (x, y) = (2, 7) 	solution: (x, f (x)) = (2, 7)
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Even and Odd Functions





1

The easiest thing to do is to plug in 1 and -1 (or 2 and -2)

if you get the same y, then it’s Even.

If you get the opposite y, then it’s Odd.

If you get different y’s, then it’s Neither.



Algebraically

A function is even if

A function is odd if

All of the exponents of the variable are even.

All of the exponents of the variable are odd.

A function is neither if

The exponents are a mixture of odd and even





2

The easiest thing to do is to plug in 1 and -1 (or 2 and -2)

if you get the same y, then it’s Even.

If you get the opposite y, then it’s Odd.

If you get different y’s, then it’s Neither.



BEWARE OF CONSTANTS

All constants really have a x0







3

The easiest thing to do is to plug in 1 and -1 (or 2 and -2)

if you get the same y, then it’s Even.

If you get the opposite y, then it’s Odd.

If you get different y’s, then it’s Neither.



x0 is EVEN!!





4

The easiest thing to do is to plug in 1 and -1 (or 2 and -2)

if you get the same y, then it’s Even.

If you get the opposite y, then it’s Odd.

If you get different y’s, then it’s Neither.







Even, Odd or Neither?

Ex. 1

Algebraically

ODD

1









Even, Odd or Neither?

Algebraically

EVEN

Ex. 2

x0













EVEN





ODD

Even, Odd or Neither?

x0



1







Even, Odd or Neither?

x0





























ODD

ODD

Even







Even, Odd or Neither?

1     x0

















neither

ODD

neither

























1





Graphically

A function is even if

A function is odd if

The graph reflects across the y-axis 

(means you can fold it hotdog style and it would match up).

The graph has 180 rotational symmetry about the ORIGIN 

(means you could turn it upside-down & it would still look the same...it must go through the origin).





10

The easiest thing to do is to plug in 1 and -1 (or 2 and -2)

if you get the same y, then it’s Even.

If you get the opposite y, then it’s Odd.

If you get different y’s, then it’s Neither.





Ex. 3

EVEN

Even, Odd or Neither?

Graphically







Neither

Ex. 4

Even, Odd or Neither?

Graphically









EVEN

ODD

Even, Odd or Neither?



















EVEN

Neither

Even, Odd or Neither?





ODD







If the dots shown are part of an even function, what points are also on the function?



















If the dots shown are part of an odd function, what points are also on the function?
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Practice WS
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Domain & Range











Domain & Range









Domain & Range











X & Y-Intercepts







X & Y Intercepts









X & Y Intercepts









Intervals of Increase & Decrease







Intervals of Increase & Decrease







Intervals of Increase & Decrease







Extrema







Extrema







Extrema







Extrema









Positive & Negative Parts of the Graph









Positive & Negative









Positive & Negative









End Behavior







End Behavior









End Behavior









Example 1









Example 2
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Functions







Objective:







		Determine End Behaviors









End Behavior of Functions 

The end behavior of a graph describes the far left and the far right portions of the graph. 

Using the leading coefficient and the degree of the polynomial, we can determine the end behaviors of the graph. This is often called the Leading Coefficient Test.







End Behavior of Functions 

First determine whether the degree of the polynomial is even or odd. 

Next determine whether the leading coefficient is positive or negative.

degree = 2 so it is even

Leading coefficient = 2 so it is positive











END BEHAVIOR

Degree: Even  

Leading Coefficient: +  





End Behavior: Up Up













END BEHAVIOR

Degree: Even  





End Behavior: Down Down





Leading Coefficient:   











END BEHAVIOR

Degree: Odd  

Leading Coefficient: +  





End Behavior:  Down Up













END BEHAVIOR

Degree: Odd  





End Behavior: Up Down





Leading Coefficient:   











END BEHAVIOR

PRACTICE 

 Give the End Behavior:



















END BEHAVIOR

PRACTICE 

 Give the End Behavior:

Up Down





Up Up





Down Down





Down Up
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